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Are we researching society or technology?



Online platforms are both:
- a phenomenon in their own right
- a source of  insight about social life

1. The ambiguity of digital social research  



Using hyperlink analysis in order to locate ‘issue-networks’ on the Web 
(Rogers and Marres, 2001; Thelwall, 2009; Diminescu & Jiacomy, 2012)

Internet Governance Network (Issuecrawler) December 2012 



 Analysing “web-based phenomena” and their relation to “exogenous’ factors”:

“Scholars from a variety of  disciplines are interested in analysing patterns within 
and across web materials – some in order to document and make sense of  web 
based phenomena, others to understand relationships between these patterns 
and factors exogenous to the web” (Foot & Schneider, 2005; see also Hine 2001)

Studying Twitter in order to study “communication in society”:

Current work on Twitter will be able to be combined with studies of  other (social) 
media platforms in order to develop a more comprehensive and detailed picture 
of  information and communication flows in society (Bruns & Stiglitz, 2012)

A long-standing issue 
of online research  



[Social media] studies     : social media as object of  analysis

Social [media] research   : social media as instrument of  research

Bruns & Stiglitz (2012)

Ambiguity of social media analysis

Two different solutions to address ambiguity:

a) stabilize the object and analyse ‘socio-technical networks”

b) affirm instability of  object, qualification as research objective



The study of  ‘social media networks’

Smith (2014)   Mapping Twitter Topic Networks

- posits a stable object of analysis

- conflates platform settings and activity into category of “behaviour”

- predicated on the conflation of technology and sociality?



sources of ambiguity multiply in social media research

Data capture (API), platform architecture, user practices, metrics...

Figure from Discoll & Walker (2012)



Rieder & Gerlitz (2014)



1. critical abstraction  
 - we must ‘save’ the substantive focus of  digital social research
     - secure independence from platforms (Discoll, 2014)
     - extract social phenomena from digital media platforms

Two strategies of qualification

Latour (1995)

2. performative deployment
 - Media technologies are participants in social life 
 - digital formats as resources for social inquiry (Marres/Rogers, 2005)
     - taking advantage of  the bias of  the setting in order to study social life



1. CRITICAL ABSTRACTION 
to strip our data object of 
platform artefacts, in order 
to counter digital bias

Bi-partite User (red)-Hashtag (blue) Network, Visualised with Gephi 

Data set:  all tweets with “privacy”
Period:    06/06/2013 - 12/06/2013 
No. tweets: 211.240
Method: hashtag-user network analysis

Mapping ‘Privacy’ with Twitter

Marres, N.  and D. Moats (forthcoming)



Remove all retweets and Via “RT @ and Via @”  (and less active users (-5))



- Detecting bots  (thick edges) 

User    Hashtag   Edge 
Oursurveilance  Surveilance   1871 
Oursurveilance  Home   1230 
eudytw80uz  ebay    492 
eudytw80uz  pager   492 
eudytw80uz  privacy   410 
eudytw80uz  surveilance   328 
Oursurveilance  security   274 
krfront   krf    264 
eudytw80uz  uk    246 
electronic_time  surveilance   232 
Oursurveilance  camera   185 
electronic_time  home   175 
... 
 
Liberationtech  surveilance   96 



When is a bot a bot and when a campaign?
     the boundary between media tech and social life is artificial

Is information diffusion not a legitimate social phenomenon?
       to extract the phenomenon is to distort it

Problems with the critical approach



Data set:      All tweets with WCIT or ITU
Period:         23/11/12 and 19/12/12 
No. Tweets:  108.781

Method:        co-hashtag analysis over time

http://issuemapping.net/Main/WCITProfiles

2. PERFORMATIVE DEPLOYMENT

To work with digital formats (eg 
hashtags) in order to detect 
substantive dynamics of social life

Mapping the ‘World Summit on Telecommunications’

http://issuemapping.net/Main/WCITProfiles
http://issuemapping.net/Main/WCITProfiles


The WCIT profile is a platform artefact? (youtube link, bots, anonymous)

Mapping WCIT2012/Profiling WCIT



Or an invitation to determine specificity (of  platform, community, issues)?



Mapping WCIT2012/Profiling censorship

‘Anonymous’ participates in censorship ..    



Mapping WCIT2012/Profiling DPI

...but  not in ‘deep packing inspection’



Conclusion

Qualification of the empirical object as the objective of 
social inquiry

to what extend are we detecting device effects,                   
social effects, issue effects?

Rethinking hybridity

not the affirmation of  hybridity as such but the 
analytic determination of  specificity

www.issuemapping.net

http://www.issuemapping.net
http://www.issuemapping.net


the API & data capture, platform architecture, metrics and methods, the population ...



A classic problem of social research

• The setting as a source of bias, instability and artifice

    the problem of  the ‘warm record’ (Hilgartner, 2000)

• Two available solutions:

       -  dis-embed content from settings 
       -  bring mediating devices within the empirical frame 


